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nov had taken no steps in this direction, telegraphed direct
to "Willy/| apparently without Sazonov's knowledge: "It
would be right to give over the Austro-Serbian problem to
the Hague conference (sic):9 77 But this merely met with
an exclamation point from the Kaiser and a line from Beth-
mann: "The idea of the Hague Conference will be natu-
rally excluded in this case/'78 The fact is that, from the
beginning of the crisis, Pashitch's offer to submit to an
arbitral tribunal such a portentous political question, in-
volving vital interests and national honor, was never taken
seriously by any of the leading statesmen of Europe.
The Tsar also, like Trubetzkoi and Bethmann, pinned
hopes on a direct exchange of telegrams with the Kaiser.
At 1 A. M. on July 29, he sent an appeal to Potsdam. It
crossed on the wires with that sent by the Kaiser. It was
cordial, but it revealed his own weakness in the face of the
pressure which was being put upon him by the Russian
militarists to order a general mobilization:
Am glad you are back. In this most serious moment,
I appeal to you to help me. An ignoble war has been de-
clared to a weak country. The indignation in Russia shared
fully by me is enormous. I foresee that very soon I shall be
overwhelmed by the pressure brought upon me and be
forced to take extreme measures which will lead to war.
To try and avoid such a calamity as a European war I beg
you in the name of our old friendship to do what you can
to stop your allies from going too far.79
Replying to this, the Kaiser stated that he shared the
Tsar's wish to preserve peace. He pointed out, however,
as Bethmann had already done, that Austria, aimed at no
territorial gains at Serbia's expense, but ought nevertheless
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